
Databases 
Alignment & structure 
classification "
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GOALS!

1. Known structures"
2. Structure comparison"
3. Structure classification"
4. Number of folds in nature"
5. Sequences VS fold structures!
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1. Known structures!
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PDB search"
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PDB search"



Advanced search"



PDB comparison tool"



PDB format"
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http://www.wwpdb.org/documentation/format33/v3.3.html"



Assymetric Unit VS Biological 
Assembly"

10	
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Assymetric Unit VS Biological 
Assembly"
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2. Structure comparison!
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Structure-Structure alignments!

General steps in a bioinformatics procedure:"
"

Representation"
Scoring"

Optimizer"
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Representation  

Structures"

All atoms and coordinates"

Secondary Structure" Accessible surface (and others)"

v1"v2"v3"

Vector representation"

Ωi"

di"

Dihedral space or distance space"

Cα	


Reduced atom representation"
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Scoring  

Raw scores"

Secondary Structure (H,B,C)" Accessible surface (B,A [%])"

Ωi"

di"

         Angles or distances"

Aminoacid substitutions" Root Mean Square Deviation"
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Scoring  
Significance of an alignment (score)"

Probability that the optimal alignment of two random "
sequences/structures of the same length and composition as the "
aligned sequences/structures have at least as good a score as the "
evaluated alignment."

Sometimes "
approximated"
by Z-score (normal"
distribution)."

Empirical"

Analytic"

Karlin and Altschul, 1990 PNAS 87, pp2264!
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Optimizer 

Global dynamic programming alignment"

N"

M"Sq/St 2"
Sq/St 1"1"

1"

i"

j"

*" *" *" *" *"
*" *" *" *" *"
*" *" *"  "  "

 "  "  "  "  "

 "  "  "  " *"

1     2    3   …      N"

1     2    3   …
   M

" Best alignment score"

Backtracking to get the best alignment"

Needleman and Wunsch (1970) J. Mol Biol, 3 pp443!
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*" *" *" *" *"
*" *" *" *" *"
*" *" *" *" *"
*" *" *" *" *"
*" *" *" *" *"

1     2    3   …    N"

1     2    3   …
   M

"

Best local alignment"

Best score"

Optimizer 

Local dynamic programming alignment"

Backtracking to get the best alignment"
Smith and Waterman (1981) J. Mol Biol, 147 pp195!

N"

M"Sq/St 2"
Sq/St 1"1"

1"

i"

j"
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Optimizer  

Global .vs. local alignment"

Global alignment"

Local alignment"
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Optimizer  

Multiple alignment"
Pairwise alignments"

"
Example – 4 sequences A, B, C, D."

6 pairwise comparisons"
then cluster analysis"

 - similarity +"

A"
B"
C"
D"

B"
D"
A"
C"

Multiple alignments"
Following the tree from step 1"

Align the most similar pair"B"
D"

A"
C"

Align next most similar pair"

B "
D"
A"
C"

New gap in A-C to optimize"
its alignment with B-D"

Align B-D with A-C"
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Coverage .vs. Accuracy!

Same RMSD ~ 2.5Å"

Coverage ~90% Cα	
 Coverage ~75% Cα	
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Ωi"

di"

Ri,j" D,i(3),j(3)" Bi,j"Si,j" Ii,j"

Structural alignment by properties conservation 
(SALIGN-MODELLER)!

  Uses all available structural information"
  Provides the optimal alignment"

"
 Computationally expensive"

M. S. Madhusudhan, B. M. Webb, M. A. Marti-Renom, N. Eswar, A. Sali, Protein Eng Des Sel,  (Jul 8, 2009).!
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Structural alignment by properties conservation 
(SALIGN-MODELLER)!
http://salilab.org/salign 
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Vector Alignment Search Tool (VAST)!

v1"v2"v3"

  Good scoring system with significance"
"

 Reduces the protein representation"

Graph theory search"
of similar SSE"
Refining by Monte Carlo"
at all atom resolution "

Cα	


Cα	


Gibrat JF et al. (1996) Curr Opin Struct Biol 3 pp377!
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Vector Alignment Search Tool (VAST)!
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Structure/VAST/vast.shtml 
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Incremental combinatorial extension (CE)!

Cα	


Exhaustive combination"
     of fragments"
"
Longest combination of"
    AFPs"
"
Heuristic similar to "
    PSI-BLAST"

di"

8 residues peptides"

  FAST!"
  Good quality of local alignments"
"
 Complicated scoring and heuristics"

Shindyalov IN, amd Bourne PE. (1998) Protein Eng. 9 pp739!
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http://source.rcsb.org/jfatcatserver/ceHome.jsp 

Incremental combinatorial extension (CE)!
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Matching molecular models obtained  
from theory (MAMMOTH)!

v1"v2"v3"

  VERY FAST!"
  Good scoring system with significance"
"
 Reduces the protein representation"
"

Ortiz AR, (2002) Protein Sci. 11 pp2606 !
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Matching molecular models obtained  
from theory (MAMMOTH)!

http://ub.cbm.uam.es/software/online/mammoth.php 
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3. Structure classification!
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Classification of the structural space!



SCOP1.75 database  
http://scop.berkeley.edu/ 

Murzin A. G.,el at. (1995). J. Mol. Biol. 247, 536-540.!

  Largely recognized as “standard of gold” 
  Manually classification 
  Clear classification of structures in: 
CLASS  
FOLD 
SUPER-FAMILY 
FAMILY 
  Some large number of tools already available 
 
 
 Manually classification 
 Not 100% up-to-date 
 Domain boundaries definition 

Class Number 
of folds 

Number of 
superfamilies 
 

Number of 
families 
 

All alpha proteins 284 507 928 

All beta proteins 174 354 815 

Alpha and beta proteins (a/b) 147 244 902 

Alpha and beta proteins (a+b) 376 552 1170 

Multi-domain proteins 66 66 100 

Membrane and cell surface 
proteins 57 109 127 

Small proteins 90 129 230 

Total 1194 1961 4272 
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a: All alpha proteins -> a.3: Cytochrome c -> a.3.1: Cytochrome c  ->"
 (class)                         (fold)                          (superfamily)"
a.3.1.4: Two-domain cytochrome c"
(family)"
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CATH3.5 database  
http://www.cathdb.info 

Orengo, C.A., et al. (1997)  Structure. 5. 1093-1108.!

  Recognized as “standard of gold” 
  Semi-automatic classification 
  Clear classification of structures in: 
CLASS  
ARCHITECTURE 
TOPOLOGY 
HOMOLOGOUS SUPERFAMILIES 
  Some large number of tools already available 
  Easy to navigate 
 
 
 Semi-automatic classification 
 Domain boundaries definition 

Uses FSSP for superimposition"

173,536 CATH Domains"
2,626 CATH Superfamilies"

51,334 PDBs"



Browse - tree"
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Browse - sunburst"

37	
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Classification of the structural space  
Not an easy task! 

Day, et al. (2003) Protein Sciences, 12 pp2150!

Domain definition AND domain classification"

SCOP CATH DALI 

S
am

e D
om

ain 
S

am
e C

lass 
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of fold agreement is quite impressive. The similarity score
cutoff that defines a fold in Dali was chosen empirically,
which allows some of the human mind’s heuristics to come
into the classifications. Additionally, Dali’s comparison of
secondary structure orientations probably mimics much of
what the human mind uses in comparing structures.

There is much more agreement between the domain defi-
nitions of SCOP and CATH than between Dali and either
SCOP or CATH. CATH’s consensus method of defining
domains requires human intervention in >50% of domain
assignments. The similarities between the resulting domain
definitions and the manually curated definitions of SCOP
are probably due to this intervention.

The agreement between CATH’s fold definitions and ei-
ther of the other classification systems is not as good. The
principal reason for this was termed the fold overlap prob-
lem by Hadley and Jones (1999). This problem arises when a
fold defined in one system encompasses many folds defined in
another. Specifically, the Rossman and immunoglobulin-

like folds in CATH are broken into many smaller folds in
SCOP and Dali. The fold pairs defined in these smaller folds
are also present in the Rossman and IG-like folds in CATH,
so CATH’s agreement with SCOP or Dali fold pairs appears
quite good. Many of the pairs defined within CATH’s Ross-
man and IG-like folds, however, are not found in SCOP or
Dali, leading to a much lower level of agreement than is
suggested by looking at pairs defined by SCOP or Dali. It is
apparent that a much broader range of structures are con-
sistent with the templates for these highly populated folds in
CATH than the range deemed similar by inspection or direct
comparison of structures. At the other end of the spectrum,
there are many more folds in CATH than in either SCOP or
Dali. Most of these cases are single proteins that match no
template, suggesting that there are some folds that are not
adequately represented by the templates.

Our simple majority rules approach allowed a compro-
mise to be reached between restrictive and broad fold defi-
nitions. Topology definitions that are overly broad in one

Table 2. SCOP, CATH, and Dali codes associated with the 30 most populated metafolds

Fold SCOP codes CATH codes Dali codes Population

Immunoglobulin-like b.1, b.2, b.3, b.5, b.7 2.60.40, 2.60.97, 2.70.50,
6.1.250, 6.1.251

2.27, 2.28, 2.29, 2.30, 2.31, 2.32, 2.33,
2.35, 2.43

642

Rossman fold c.2, c.16, c.23, c.32, c.33,
c.37, c.41, c.44, c.62,
c.65, c.66, c.69, c.78

3.40.50 1.1, 1.3, 1.15, 1.17 424

TIM barrel c.1, c.6 3.20.20, 6.1.22 1.35 205
Jelly roll b.10, b.13, b.18, b.19,

b.22, b.23, b.29
2.60.120 2.43, 2.45 162

!-" plait d.41, d.51, d.58, d.89, d.94 3.30.70, 3.40.462 5.3, 5.8, 5.12, 6.23, 6.26, 6.28, 6.45, 6.60 121
DNA/RNA binding

3-helix bundle
a.4 1.10.10 3.153, 3.154, 3.155, 3.156, 3.157, 3.160,

3.162, 3.164, 5.17, 6.157, 6.158, 6.160
105

Globin a.1, f.1 1.10.490 3.62, 3.159 84
Four-helix bundle a.24, a.25, a.26, a.63 1.20.120 3.35 78
" grasp (ubiquitin-like) d.15 3.10.20 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 6.62, 6.63 70
EF-hand a.39 1.10.238 3.136, 3.146, 3.147, 6.156 67
Trypsin-like serine protease b.47 2.40.10 6.108 66
Thioredoxin-like c.47 3.40.30 1.51, 1.52 64
OB fold b.40 2.40.50 4.10, 4.11, 4.16, 7.266 64
More IG-like b.6 2.60.40 2.34 55
Cytochrome C a.3 1.10.1250 3.232 48
More Rossman folds c.5, c.25, c.26, c.29, c.53 3.40.50 1.7, 1.8 45
SH3 barrel b.34 2.30.30 4.23, 4.26, 4.27, 6.111, 6.112, 6.117 45
FAD/NAD(P) binding domain c.3 3.50.50 1.6 42
Knottins g.3 3.30.30 5.17, 6.196, 6.197 39
C-type lectin-like d.169 3.10.40, 3.10.100, 3.90.6 6.195 36
Lipocalin b.60 2.40.128 6.71 36
Trefoil b.42 2.80.10 6.81 32
C2H2 & C2H2 Zinc finger g.37 3.30.160 6.206, 6.207 30
snake toxin-like g.7 2.10.60 6.198 29
Acid proteases b.50 2.40.70 2.21 29
more Rossman folds c.48, c.54, c.56 3.40.50, 3.40.630 1.2 29
Glutathione S-transferase a.45 1.20.1050 3.84 28
IL-8 like (OB fold) d.9 2.40.50 4.19, 6.103 28
PLP dependent transferases c.67 1.23 27
Laminin-like (knottins) g.3 2.10.25 7.244, 7.246 26

A consensus view of fold space

www.proteinscience.org 2155
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4. Number of folds in nature!
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Figure 4. Structures of the 30 representative domains. The metafold is given, followed by the PDB identifier and common name of the representative
protein. Coloring goes from red (amino terminus) to blue (carboxyl terminus). (A) Structures in ribbon format created with Midas (Ferrin et al. 1988). (B)
Two-dimensional topology diagrams created with TOPS (Westhead et al. 1999). Triangles indicate !-strands and circles indicate helices, with smaller
symbols representing smaller !-strands (six residues or less) and smaller helices (five residues or less). The approximate direction of the corresponding
secondary structure element is either up (out of the page) or down (into the page). These directions are indicated in the diagram by the way that connecting
lines are drawn to the symbols; connections drawn to the edge of the symbol connect to its base, whereas those drawn to the center connect to the top.

A consensus view of fold space

www.proteinscience.org 2157
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5. Sequences VS fold structures!
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proteins
STRUCTURE O FUNCTION O BIOINFORMATICS

Structure is three to ten times more
conserved than sequence—A study of
structural response in protein cores
Kristoffer Illergård,1 David H. Ardell,2,3 and Arne Elofsson1*

1 Center for Biomembrane Research and Stockholm Bioinformatics Center, Department of Biochemistry

and Biophysics, Stockholm University, SE-106 91 Stockholm, Sweden

2Department of Natural Sciences, School of Natural Sciences, University of California, Merced, California 95344

3 Linnaeus Centre for Bioinformatics, Uppsala University, SE-751 24 Uppsala, Sweden

INTRODUCTION

Evolutionary changes of individual protein domain primary structures
that become fixed in populations are mainly replacements of single
amino acid residues and short insertions or deletions. Since most three-
dimensional structures of proteins are determined by their sequences1

and solvent interactions, higher-order structure will also change in
response to these changes. The extent of higher-order structural pertur-
bation in response to sequence evolution will depend on the type and
location of sequence changes. Some single mutations will completely dis-
rupt structure, while others that conserve the physicochemical properties
of the sequence will barely affect structure at all.2

Most amino acid substitutions are structurally conservative of the
position of functional residues as well as the stability of the protein.3 By
comparing aligned proteins of known structures, ancient substitutions
can be mapped to the structures. Sites in different local structural envi-
ronment states exhibit different amino acid residue substitution pat-
terns,4–7 rates of substitution,8,9 and polymorphic sequence variation.10

However, how local structure evolves in response to evolutionary
sequence changes and how the mapping between sequence and structure
evolves requires further study.

One claim that is often used in discussions about proteins is that
‘‘structure is more conserved than sequence.’’ This claim is supported by
three observations: First, when comparing the root mean square devia-
tion (RMSD) and sequence identity an exponential relation is found, see
Figure 1(A).11 Second, during evolution homologous protein sequences
accumulate substitutions, and can diverge into the so-called twilight
zone12 of statistical sequence similarity, even while their structures retain
detectable similarity.13 Finally, due to physical constraints, there exist
fewer distinct protein structures than there are distinct sequences, that is,
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ABSTRACT

Protein structures change during evolution
in response to mutations. Here, we analyze
the mapping between sequence and struc-
ture in a set of structurally aligned protein
domains. To avoid artifacts, we restricted
our attention only to the core components
of these structures. We found that on aver-
age, using different measures of structural
change, protein cores evolve linearly with
evolutionary distance (amino acid substitu-
tions per site). This is true irrespective of
which measure of structural change we used,
whether RMSD or discrete structural
descriptors for secondary structure, accessi-
bility, or contacts. This linear response
allows us to quantify the claim that struc-
ture is more conserved than sequence. Using
structural alphabets of similar cardinality
to the sequence alphabet, structural cores
evolve three to ten times slower than
sequences. Although we observed an average
linear response, we found a wide variance.
Different domain families varied fivefold in
structural response to evolution. An attempt
to categorically analyze this variance among
subgroups by structural and functional cate-
gory revealed only one statistically signifi-
cant trend. This trend can be explained by
the fact that beta-sheets change faster than
alpha-helices, most likely due to that they
are shorter and that change occurs at the
ends of the secondary structure elements.

Proteins 2009; 77:499–508.
VVC 2009 Wiley-Liss, Inc.

Key words: protein structure; evolution;
secondary structure; accessibility; residue
contacts; RMSD.
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Why is it useful to know the structure of a protein,  
not only its sequence? 

"   The biochemical function (activity) of a protein is defined by its interactions with other 
molecules.  

"   The biological function is in large part a consequence of these interactions. 

"   The 3D structure is more informative than sequence because interactions are determined 
by residues that are close in space but are frequently distant in sequence. 

In addition, since evolution tends to conserve 
function and function depends more directly on 
structure than on sequence, structure is more 

conserved in evolution than sequence. 

The net result is that patterns in space are 
frequently more recognizable than patterns in 

sequence. 


